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012.12.0Abstract The ﬂight safety is threatened by the special ﬂight conditions and the low speed of car-
rier-based aircraft ski-jump takeoff. The aircraft carrier motion, aircraft dynamics, landing gears
and wind ﬁeld of sea state are comprehensively considered to dispose this multidiscipline intersec-
tion problem. According to the particular naval operating environment of the carrier-based aircraft
ski-jump takeoff, the integrated dynamic simulation models of multi-body system are developed,
which involves the movement entities of the carrier, the aircraft and the landing gears, and involves
takeoff instruction, control system and the deck wind disturbance. Based on Matlab/Simulink envi-
ronment, the multi-body system simulation is realized. The validity of the model and the rationality
of the result are veriﬁed by an example simulation of carrier-based aircraft ski-jump takeoff. The
simulation model and the software are suitable for the study of the multidiscipline intersection
problems which are involved in the performance, ﬂight quality and safety of carrier-based aircraft
takeoff, the effects of landing gear loads, parameters of carrier deck, etc.
ª 2013 CSAA & BUAA. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Ski-jump takeoff is one of the main takeoff modes for a car-
rier-based aircraft. Compared with catapult launch, it takes
longer time on deck-running, acquires lower speed at ramp exit
and greater effects by the aircraft carrier motion, wind ﬁeld
disturbance and launching time. Consequently it is important
to take account of those factors comprehensively. From the82338776.
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buaa.edu.cn (X. Qu).
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07viewpoint of system engineering, it is necessary to build an
integrated system simulation model considering all the kinds
of important inﬂuencing factors. This model brings about the-
oretical and practical signiﬁcance not only to the research of
ﬂight dynamic problem referring to carrier-based aircraft,
but also to the analysis of multidiscipline intersection problems
including the suitability of carrier and aircraft, the motion cou-
pling of deck, aircraft body and landing gears, as well as the
safety of carrier-based aircraft takeoff or landing, etc.
Many studies on the simulation of ski-jump takeoff process
have been developed recently, including modeling of carrier-
based aircraft motion, modeling of aircraft carrier motion
and modeling of wind ﬁeld disturbances, etc.1–5 Particularity
and complexity of the physical system make the research difﬁ-
cult on system modeling and simulating.6,7 Much work about
modeling of the complete system needs to be carried out so far.
Based on the latest researches of simulation modeling of ski-
jump takeoff, this paper has built an integrated system simula-td. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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tween carrier, aircraft and landing gears, as well as the wind
ﬁeld induced by the aircraft carrier, the command decision
on deck, and the control policy of pilot.
2. Physical system analysis
The ﬂight path trajectory froma ski-jump takeoff can be divided
into two phases: deck run and part-ballistic ﬂight, as shown in
Fig. 1. The deck run is from releasing the brakes up to the ramp
exit; and the part-ballistic ﬂight is from the moment of leaving
board to the fully wing-borne ﬂight. The closed force vector pen-
tagons depict the development of the aircraft acceleration de-
noted by a hollow arrow during the ski-jump takeoff, whereW
represents the weight, L the lift, D the drag and T the thrust.Fig. 1 Schematic of carrier-based aircraft ski-jump takeoff.2.1. Aircraft carrier motion
Aircraft carrier is a moving platform with pitch, roll and heave
motions. This will alter attitude angles and ﬂight-path angles
of the carrier-based aircraft at the ramp exit stochastically.
At the same time, the moving deck will induce the transport
acceleration, which affects the ﬂight state of leaving.
2.2. Bow gust and ground effect
The speed of ski-jump takeoff is much lower than that of cat-
apult launch. When the carrier-based aircraft leaves the board,
the ground effect vanishes and the lift is not enough to balance
the gravity. The aircraft maintains the early climb away from
the aircraft carrier with the help of the upward path angle
established by the inclination angle of the deck. Meanwhile,
the angle of attack (AOA) increases quickly in short time be-
cause of the ﬂow over the carrier bow, especially the sudden
upward gust fore of the ramp. It is dangerous for stalling
and inﬂuences the safety of takeoff. For the vanishing of the
ground effect when the aircraft ﬂies away the carrier deck,
the part of the lift loses suddenly. Then the ﬂight track will
sink. This is another factor inﬂuencing the safety of takeoff.
2.3. Dynamics of landing gears
The carrier-based aircraft starts the takeoff roll on the deck
when the wheel chock is laid down. At this moment, the front
landing gear dumper begins to stretch from the compressed
state caused by the full reheating condition of the aircraft.
And the main landing gears are further compressed because
of bearing more weight. Along with the dumpers of main land-
ing gears compressed excessively, the gas pressure rises tomake the compressing stop and then the dumpers stretch.
For this repetitive process, the relative pitch angle of the car-
rier-based aircraft to the aircraft carrier continuously rises
and falls in the taxiing stage.
After the carrier-based aircraft rolls on the ramp, the land-
ing gears are shocked respectively for the changed curvature of
the deck. The dumpers of landing gears are compressed and
stretched again to induce a new wave of the relative pitch angle
from its leveling out. This oscillation will change the attitude
angle and the angle of attack of carrier-based aircraft at the
ramp exit. And the takeoff condition will be affected.
2.4. Multi-kinetic-bodies coupling
The deformation of the tires and dumpers of landing gears will
change the forces acting on the bodies connected to it. So the
takeoff characteristic is affected by the landing gear system sig-
niﬁcantly. There are serious couplings between the landing
gears and the aircraft body.
2.5. Launching time decision
Carrier-based aircraft launching is a multiplayer and multi-
machine system dynamic process. Besides, it is not only af-
fected by the carrier motion and the disturbance of special
wind environment, but also involves the collaborative decision
control among the launching signal ofﬁcer (LSO) and the pilot.
The complex environment in takeoff process, the coupling
of multi-body motion and the multiplayer collaborative deci-
sion control are all the inﬂuencing factors of carrier-based air-
craft safety.3. Building method of subsystem models
3.1. Modeling of aircraft carrier motion
In engineering practice, the aircraft carrier motion under the
action of sea waves widely described by statistical analysis
technique is usually regarded as an ergodic stochastic process.
Stationary stochastic process theory is used, supposing the
spectrum function of aircraft carrier motion is static continu-
ous, time invariant and zero mean.8
3.2. Modeling of aircraft carrier disturbances
According to the physical characteristics and causes of the ﬂow
around aircraft carrier, the spatial distribution of steady com-
ponents, the engineering calculation methods of free turbulent
components, random turbulent components and periodic com-
ponents are given in American standard MIL-1797A.9 Certain
experience about the simulation of the ﬂow around aircraft
carrier has been gained at present.10
3.3. Ground effect inﬂuences
The theoretical formula and modiﬁer formula for calculating
the aerodynamic data affected by ground effect have been built
in engineering practice. The changes of aerodynamic forces
caused by ground effect can be calculated in various ﬂight
heights from ground.11
Fig. 3 Time decision-making system for carrier-based aircraft
launching.
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The whole multi-body dynamic system consists of aircraft car-
rier, carrier-based aircraft body, moveable parts of three land-
ing gears whose two ends connect with nonholonomic
constraints (the displacement constraint between tire and deck)
and holonomic constraints (the dumper treated as prismatic
joint) respectively. The schematic diagram of the multi-body
system is shown in Fig. 2.12 The supporting force Ni (i= 1,
2, 3 represent front tire, right main tire and left main tire indi-
vidually) and the friction fi are included in the derivation all the
time, no matter whether the tires touch the deck or not. Only
the existence of them needs to be deﬁned according to the posi-
tions of the tires (contact the deck or not). Where Di is the con-
tact point between the deck and the tire.Gi represents the centre
of gravity of the movable part of the landing gears, where i
(i= 1, 2, 3) indicates the nose gear, the right and left main gear
respectively. The aircraft-body coordinate system Bxbybzb is
ﬁxed to the airframe where the origin B is placed at the aircraft
mass center. V represents the velocity vector of the aircraft, a
the AOA and at the angle between the thrust T and xb.
The effects of a moving carrier-based aircraft on an aircraft
carrier motion are negligible as the mass of the aircraft is
nearly three orders of magnitude less than the aircraft carrier.
Therefore the carrier motion is independent of the carrier-
based aircraft and regarded as an input of the multi-body dy-
namic system (MBDS). Similarly, the inﬂuence of the relative
movement of the strut dampers of landing gears on the posi-
tion of the c.m. (center of mass) of the aircraft relative to the
airframe can be ignored, since the mass of the movable parts
of landing gears is much less than that of the aircraft (about
2.2% of the total mass of the aircraft). So it is assumed that
the position of the aircraft c.m. relative to the airframe remains
unchanged, and the mass centers of moveable parts of landing
gears are located at their respective wheel axles.Fig. 2 Simpliﬁcation of multi-body dynamic system.3.5. Flight instruction and control module
The LSO is responsible for the safety of the carrier-based
aircraft takeoff. Before the deck run, the aircraft is attachedto the ﬂight deck by the holdback ﬁtting to enable the en-
gine to run up to full power. After the pilot signals the
LSO that it is ready, the commander will make a right judg-
ment by considering carrier motion, aircraft characteristics
and ﬂight mission, etc. If the takeoff decision is made, the
LSO will give signals immediately to the launch operator
to release the wheel gear, and the carrier-based aircraft will
then start rolling and complete the takeoff process. Other-
wise a right time shall be waited for. The time decision-mak-
ing system for carrier-based aircraft launching is shown as
Fig. 3.134. Dynamic modeling of multi-body system
The dynamic equations of the aircraft and landing gears are
built with reference to the simpliﬁed mechanism of the multi
kinetic bodies shown in Fig. 2. The tensor symbols are used
to make the model form of the multi-body dynamic system
simple and axiomatic.4.1. Dynamic model of mass center of aircraft
The acceleration of the carrier-based aircraft c.m. with respect
to (wrt) the aircraft carrier frame is given by Newton’s second
law:
d2sBS
dt2
 S
¼
½TSW½FaWþ½TSB½FtBþ
X3
i¼1
½TSDi ½FdiDi
mBþmG1 þ2mG2
þ½TSI½gI ½dX
SI
dt
S½sBSS|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Tangential acceleration
2½XSIS½dsBS
dt
S|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Coriolis acceleration
½XSIS½XSIS½sBSS|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Centripetal acceleration
 ½TSI½d
2sSI
dt2
I|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Inertia acceleration of the aircraft
carrier frame
ð1Þ
where the superscript S means the aircraft carrier coordinate
system, B the aircraft body frame, W the wind frame, I the
inertial frame, and Di the deck-tire contact point frame. The
subscript I indicates the original point of the inertial frame,
B the c.m. of the aircraft body, S the c.m. of the carrier body,
and Gi the c.m. of the movable part of the landing gears. The
deck-tire contact point frame is as follows: the contact point Di
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diydi is the tangent plane of the deck through the point Di, the
axis xdi points to the bow, while the axis ydi points to the right,
and the axis zdi points downwards, perpendicular to the plane
Dixdiydi. So ½TSDi indicates the transfer matrix from the
deck-tire contact point frame to the aircraft carrier frame.
[T]SW, [T]SB and [T]SI indicate the transfer matrix from wind
frame to the carrier frame, the matrix from aircraft body frame
to the carrier frame, and the matrix from inertial frame to the
carrier frame respectively. mB is the mass of the aircraft body
and mGi the mass of the movable parts of the landing gear. [g]
I
is the gravity acceleration expressed in the inertial frame. The
displacement vector [sBS]
S of point B wrt point S, and [sSI]
S of
point S wrt point I, are both expressed in the aircraft carrier
frame. [Fa]
W indicate the aerodynamics force expressed in the
wind frame, and [Ft]
B thrust force expressed in the aircraft
body frame. Fdi½ Di expressed in the contact point frame, means
the deck reaction acting on the tire i (i= 1, 2, 3 represent front
tire, right main tire and left main tire individually). [XSI]S is the
skew symmetric form of [xSI]S, the angular velocity of the air-
craft carrier wrt the inertial frame, expressed in the carrier
frame.4.2. Rotation dynamic model of aircraft body
Using the angular momentum theorem, the angular accelera-
tion of the aircraft wrt inertial frame described in the aircraft
body frame is as follows:
dxBI
dt
 B
¼ f½IBBBg1 Ma½ B þ
X3
i¼1
½SDiBB½TBDi Fdi½ Di
(
 dI
B
B
dt
 B
½xBIB  ½XBIB½IBBB½xBIB
)
ð2Þ
whereMa is the aerodynamic moment, I
B
B the moment of iner-
tia wrt the mass center B. [XBI]B is the skew symmetric form of
[xBI]B, the angular velocity of the aircraft wrt the inertial
frame, expressed in the body frame B. ½SDiBB is the skew sym-
metric form of ½sDiBB, the displacement vector of the contact
point Di wrt point B, expressed in the aircraft body frame.
½TBDi indicates the transfer matrix from the Di frame to the
B frame. The effects of spinning rotors are negligible.4.3. Dynamic model of landing gears
Using Newton’s law (e.g., the front landing gear, G1 is the
mass center):
½d
2sG1B
dt2
B ¼ ½T
BS½TSD1 ½Fd1D1 þ½Fb1Bþ½Fl1B
mG1
þ½gB
 ½dX
BI
dt
B½sG1BB|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Tangential acceleration
2½XBIB½dsG1B
dt
B|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Coriolis acceleration
½XBIB½XBIB½sG1BB|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Centripetal acceleration
 ½TBI½d
2sBI
dt2
I|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Inertia acceleration of the aircraft
expressed in the body frame
ð3Þwhere the displacement vector ½sG1BB of point G1 wrt point B,
the dumper forces (air pressure in air cavity, friction and
damping force of the oil) [Fb1]
B and the limit force (caused
by the piston displacement constraint) [Fl1]
B are all expressed
in the B frame. [g]B is the gravity acceleration expressed in
the B frame.5. Synthesis of simulation system model
The implementations of the system model can be divided into
ﬁve modules shown in Fig. 4. The module of kinematic and dy-
namic system of the aircraft and the landing gears, which gen-
erates all the necessary state variables by solving the dynamic
equations, is the primary module of the system. The module of
environmental factors deﬁnes the carrier motions, deck geom-
etry, carrier disturbances and ground effects. The time deci-
sion-making system module predicts the decision-making
parameters by analyzing carrier motions sampling, and then
makes safety evaluation whether to launch or not. The initial
states solving module determines the initial condition of simu-
lation. The data record and plot module function in data
recording and processing.
Where ½_sBSS and ½€sBSS, expressed in the S frame, are the
ﬁrst and second rotational derivative of the displacement vec-
tor [sBS]
S. ½_sGiBB and ½€sGiBB, expressed in the B frame, are the
ﬁrst and second rotational derivative of the displacement vec-
tor ½sGiBB. ½_sSII expressed in the I frame, is the ﬁrst rotational
derivative of the displacement vector [sSI]
I. ½ _XBIB is the skew
symmetric form of ½ _xBIB, the ﬁrst rotational derivative of
[xBI]B, expressed in the B frame. ½ _XSII is the skew symmetric
form of ½ _xSII, the ﬁrst rotational derivative of [xSI]I, ex-
pressed in the S frame. ½VWD S and ½VWA I, expressed in the
S and I frame respectively, are the wind velocity caused by
the carrier deck disturbance and free atmosphere disturbance.
hdi is the angle between xS of the aircraft carrier frame and
the local deck plane where Di lies. ri is the radius of the tire
i.6. Simulation example
6.1. Dynamic characteristics of multi-body system
Based on the model developed above, a simulation for car-
rier-based aircraft ski-jump takeoff is carried out in Sea State
4. The ﬂight deck of Varyag is used, of which the ramp
length is 55 m. The aircraft carrier speed is 12.86 m/s. The
typical dynamic characteristics of the aircraft carrier, the car-
rier-based aircraft and the landing gears are shown in Figs. 5–
13.
The carrier-based aircraft starts to run on the ﬂat deck at
0 s, arrives at ramp entry at 6.7 s, and leaves off the deck at
8.2 s. The inﬂuences on the performance and handling qual-
ity of the takeoff by the aircraft carrier motion and wind
disturbance are reﬂected in main ﬂight parameters and
landing gears responses, which can be used to study ﬂight
safety of the takeoff. So the simulation system model has
practical signiﬁcance for the design of aircraft carrier deck,
landing gears, aircraft aerodynamic conﬁguration and struc-
ture, and for the analysis of the ﬂight dynamics and ﬂight
safety.
Fig. 4 Synthesis of the MBDS.
108 Y. Wang et al.6.2. Inﬂuences of takeoff time and pilot control
The simulations are carried out in various deck motion states
and various pilot controls when aircraft leaving aircraft car-
rier. The takeoff time is determined by the deck commander.
Then the pilot responds to the commander’s instruction to
start taking off. The takeoff time decides if the aircraft carrier
noses up or down at the moment when aircraft leaves the deck,
see Table 1. The attitude of the aircraft carrier can affect the
takeoff performance and safety of the carrier-based aircraft
signiﬁcantly. The aerodynamic drag can be reduced when the
aircraft is taxiing on the carrier with an angle of attack close
to zero. The proper angle of attack will be determined when
leaving by the curved deck rotating the aircraft and pilot pull-
ing stick. Analysis of the takeoff time and the pilot control
helps to study the inﬂuences of human instruction and control
on takeoff safety.Fig. 5 Time history of the aircraft carrier pitch angle.The results are shown in Figs. 14–18.
The ﬁgures show that the in-time pulling stick will be help-
ful to improve the aircraft ﬂight trajectory after leaving the air-
craft carrier, but it goes against to restrain the angle of attack
increasing excessively. Delaying control will go opposite.
If pilot pulls up earlier, the aircraft will pitch up earlier.
Then for the larger pitch angle, the thrust will be distributed
more on the vertical direction to make up for the deﬁciency
of the aircraft lift and to improve the ﬂight track. For example,
when the aircraft carrier is pitching down (state C), earlier con-
trol will upraise the trajectory about 15 m at the lowest point.
When the carrier is pitching up (state B), the initial trajectory
will be raised obviously. For the lack of the aircraft lift, the
ﬂight path angle will decrease rapidly after leaving the aircraft
carrier. Therefore, if the pitch angle is large prematurely, the
angle of attack will increase rapidly and the aircraft will beFig. 6 Time history of the aircraft carrier roll angle.
Fig. 8 Time history of the velocity.
Fig. 10 Time history of the pitch angle.
Fig. 7 Flight trajectory proﬁle in ski-jump takeoff.
Fig. 9 Time history of the angle of attack AOA.
Fig. 11 Time history of the ﬂight-path angle.
Fig. 12 Stroke-time histories of landing gears.
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the situation.
If the pilot control is delayed, the excessive growth of the
angle of attack and stall will be avoided. In the two-wheels-
taxiing stage, the support reaction produces nose-down mo-
ment with the front landing gear free; larger angle of attack
can produce nose-down moment too. So delaying control untilthe angle of attack decreases and the speed increases to a value
large enough will make the aircraft not easy to stall. However,
if waiting for a long time to control, the path angle will de-
crease quickly for the lack of lift in the waiting time. It will
miss the opportune time to upraise the trajectory despite the
forthcoming control. The aircraft sinks too much, which
would threaten the takeoff safety. Therefore, the control time
should be selected properly.
Fig. 13 Compression-time histories of tires.
Fig. 14 Comparison of ski-jump takeoff trajectories in different
control modes.
Fig. 15 Comparison of airspeeds in different control modes.
Table 1 Simulation settings for ramp exit.
Control mode Ship motion Time for pulling stick
B Bow up At ramp exit
B+ Bow up 1 s after ramp exit
C Bow down At ramp exit
C+ Bow down 1 s after ramp exit
Fig. 16 Comparison of angles of attack in different control
modes.
Fig. 17 Comparison of pitch angles in different control modes.
Fig. 18 Comparison of ﬂight path angles in different control
modes.
110 Y. Wang et al.7. Conclusions
The simulation modeling of carrier-based aircraft ski-jump
takeoff is complicated. This paper builds the relatively com-
plete system model of carrier-based aircraft ski-jump takeoff
to resolve the problems of the coupling among multi-motion
bodies and ﬂight environment, as well as the problems of the
Multi-body dynamic system simulation of carrier-based aircraft ski-jump takeoff 111cooperative instructions control. This system model takes into
account three main effects: the coupling of carrier, aircraft
body and the landing gears; the inﬂuences on the carrier mo-
tion by sea state and on the ﬂight by the induced wind ﬁeld;
the inﬂuences on the aircraft ﬂight by the cooperative instruc-
tions control among deck commanders and pilot. Two simula-
tion examples show that the system model can describe the
dynamic characteristics of all the movement bodies reason-
ably. It has practical signiﬁcance for the multidisciplinary
intersect problem in the design of carrier deck, design of land-
ing gears and aircraft body. This system model can be used to
analyze the inﬂuencing factors of ﬂight safety comprehen-
sively, such as ﬂight environment, human decision-making
control, etc., which is supposed to play an important role in
ﬂight training.
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